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Lausanne, 1 December 
 

Re: Eligibility request for athletes to compete for the federation of 
foreign country where the athlete is domiciled 

 
 
The ICF acknowledges the following approved eligibility requests for the athletes below. 
Approval of this request allows the athlete to compete on behalf of the Federation in the 
country in which he/she is currently domiciled. All approved athletes in this table are 
eligible to represent their new countries from now on. 
 
Please be informed that should the athlete wish to change back to his/her old National 
Federation or to change to any other National Federation, the same rules apply. 
 

 
 

Athlete’s Name Discipline  From To Status 

A.Dushev Kristian CSP Bulgaria  Turkey  Approved 

A.Dusheva 
Olimpiya 

CSP Bulgaria  Turley  Approved 

Almasi Gergely CSP Hungary  Bulgaria  Approved 

Aliev Adnan CSP Bulgaria  Azerbaijan  Approved 

Bousova Katerina CAP Czech Republic  Poland  Approved 

Coldebella Mathieu CFR France  Italy  Pending-  
Awaiting 
paperwork 

Craciun Sergiu CSP Romania  Italy  Approved 

Faldum Berenike CAM Hungary  Bulgaria  Approved 

Holpert Ervin CSP Hungary  Serbia  Approved 

Jahodova Alena CAP Czech Republic  Poland  Approved 

Keresztesi 
Alexandra 

CSP Hungary  Argentina  Approved 

Knebel Maren CSP Germany Great Britain Approved 

Legrand Timea CSP Hungary  France  Approved 

Michael Luke CSP Australia  USA  Approved 

Michael Jakob CSP Australia  USA  Approved 

Miskov  Branislava CSP Serbia Bulgaria Approved 
Nicholas Bryden CSL New Zealand  Cook Islands  Approved 
Peschier Benoit CSL Greece  France  Approved 

Votechova 
Dolezalova Zuzana 

CAP Czech Republic  Poland  Approved 

Zslot Gilanyi CSP Hungary  Belgium  Pending- 
Awaiting 
paperwork 



          

 

Please note that this eligibility is valid only for ICF events; if these athletes decide to 
compete in the Olympic qualification for the London Olympic Games they must comply 
with the IOC Rules and acquire approval from the National Olympic Committee. 
The IOC requires a national passport as proof of Nationality.  Please note that athletes 
will be required to show this in order to compete in the Olympic Qualifiers. 
 
Olympic Charter 
Nationality of Competitors 
 
Bye-law to Rule 42 
1. A competitor who is a national of two or more countries at the same time may 
represent either one of them, as he may elect. However, after having represented one 
country in the Olympic Games, in continental or regional games or in world or regional 
championships recognised by the relevant IF, he may not represent another country 
unless he meets the conditions set forth in paragraph 2 below that apply to persons who 
have changed their nationality or acquired a new nationality. 
2. A competitor who has represented one country in the Olympic Games, in continental 
or regional games or in world or regional championships recognised by the relevant IF, 
and who has changed his nationality or acquired a new nationality, may participate in the 
Olympic Games to represent his new country provided that at least three years have 
passed since the competitor last represented his former country. This period may be 
reduced or even cancelled, with the agreement of the NOCs and IF concerned, by the 
IOC Executive Board, which takes into account the circumstances of each case. 
 
The ICF kindly asks you to inform the athlete regarding the eligibility to compete for your 
Federation. Please also advise the athlete on the eligibility rules in the ICF Competition 
Rules. Should you require further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to 
contact the ICF. 

 


